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1. It Is known that the problem of the motion of a heavy rigid body, 
fixed at its center of mass, and situated ln a Newtonian force field, was 
integrated In the general case by Kobb Cl] and Kharlamova [2]. However, due 
to the complexity of the analytic expression of the general solution, the 
Investigation of the motion was carried out only In a few particular cases 
[2 to 63. 

In what follows, the motion is investigated, for one particular case, of 
the disk 

A+B=C (1.1) 

fixed at its center of mass and situated In a Newtonian force field. 

With condition (l.l), the equation of motion 

2 + qr = ay'y", dq dr A--B 
;Tt 

-pr= -ayf’, ;it=- C (Pq - wl’) 

dy 
z = ry’- qy” (2ypn) 

3g a=- 
R 

(1.2) 

have a particular solution 

P = -r/G’, q = VFY, r=Q (1.3) 

for which the first four Integrals of the system (1.2) degenerate Into the 
following two 

y2 + f2 + y2 = 1, n’ =B (p = cord) (1.4) 

The dependence of the quantity y on time Is found from Equations 

dy ldz = - I/1 (r2), f (r2) = - r4 + ra -p2, %=-C/at (1.5) 

the solution of which has the form 

Fr?m Equations (1.4) we get the relations 

~'=fih/dIlU, 7" =fi@asnu cnu / dnu, k2 = 1 - haI pa (1.7) 

which together with Equations (1.6) and (1.3) give the full solution of the 
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problem in the case under consideration. It Is alsp assumed that 

0 < 8 < ‘la 

and, In the chosen movable system of coordinates, thr following conditions 
are satisfied at the Initial time y > 0, y’> 0 . 

2. For the Investigation of the motion we will follow the displacement 
in space of the r-axis of the movable system of coordinates. Then, Euler’s 
angles 0, cp, and # will be obtained, In our case, from the corresponding 
equations [7] in the form 

cos e = 7, d$ / dr = j3 I (1 - P), tan ‘p = r’ I r” (2.1) 

Substituting Into (2.1) In place of y, y’ and 
x 

” their Expressions (1.6) 
and (1.7) and Integrating (which reduces to the eva uatlon of a normal ellip- 
tic Integral of the third kind), we cab obtain the dependence of Euler’s 
angles on time. 

We shall, however, conduct the analysis of the motion without using the 
exollclt relation of Euler’s angles with time. 

From Equations (1.5), (1.6) and (2.1) it follows, that, on a stationary 
unit sphere with its center at the center of mass of the disk, the trace of 
the x-axis will describe a curve between the paralleles yl= 1-l and ya= u-l 
on the upper hemisphere, satisfying the Inequality 

r?<l/V/:!<rl (2.2) 

Let y be the angle, formed by the tangent to thd trajectory of the 
x-axis on the unit sphere with the meridian. Then, from Equation E8] 

t=n v = B / 4r (r”) (2.3) 

it follows that the angle v becomes a right angle each time It takes on 
the values y1 and y1 and, therefore, the trajectory of the x-axis Is tan- 
gent to both parallels. Since tan v does not become zero, the trajectory 
does not describe a loop, does not possess turning points and represents a 
smooth curve, alternately tangent to the upper and lower parallels. 

The.ratlo of the period of precession T+ = 2n/ (d$Jdt>, where 

is the mean speed of precession [53, to the period of nutatlon 

T, = 2K W) Ifi/&, 

where K(k2) Is the complete elliptic Integral of the first kind, will be 

T,,, I T, = 2rrfJ 2/h I K (kz) 

From Equations 

uncp=canv, dq / dr = 28 (l/z - rZ) [y (i - r*)]-’ 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

derived on the basis of (1.4),(2.1) and (2.3), It follows that according to 
cp the disk will have a periodic motion, the velocity of which changes sign 
upon the passing of x-axis through the parallel y = l/J2 and the magnitude 
of the angle cp changes in the range 

91dcPdn -WV uncpl = fi (l/P - p,-"I (2.6) 

3, Let us investigate the limiting cases B = 0 and B = + . When ,9 = 4 
from (1.4) and (1.5) we get the Expressions 

7 = sch (t - to), r’ = 0, r” = ‘ULh(t - a-0) (3.1) 
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which, when substituted into Equations (2.1), give 

case = sch (Z - zo), ‘Ip = $0, Cp’O (3.2) 

the 
Thus, the motion In this case reduces to the turning of the disk around 

line of the nodes, during which a right angle with the direction, Join- 
lng the center of attraction with the fixed point, Is reached after an infl- 
nite time. (Note that the motion Is a particular case of the motion of a 
physical pendulum 161). When B = + 

f W) = - (‘/a - p)’ (3.3) 

and from (1.4), (1.5) and (2.1) we get 

r = r’= l/Jf/27 r”=O; 0 =(P=1/4n, Q -$o= z (3.4) 

It thus follows that, in the case under conslderatlon._the disk will Der- 
form a uniform rotatlo.z-about an axis, passing through tl% fixed point aid 
the center of attraction. 

We note, ln conclusion, that the solution obtalned ln (1.3), (1.6) and 
(1.7) does not have Its analogy ln Euler’s classical case, and all the 
results ln the motion and disk considered are only subject to the Presence 
3f a Newtonian force field. 
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